
Reflections on UT Austin

Eiko was very grateful to attend the conference "Disarming Toxic Empire" at
the University of Texas at Austin's School of Law and close by performing
with her A Body in Fukushima film. She found great pleasure in not only
performing but also presenting video lectures.
 
A huge thanks to Rosemary Candelario, who collaborated with Eiko in all of
her presentations and to all the great helpers and departments' faculty and
conference organizers. Below is a fresh note from Rosemary, a longtime
friend and scholar at UT Austin: 

I have known Eiko since the fall of 2006 when I was a first year graduate
student at UCLA and she was teaching her first full-term courses at a
university on atomic bomb literature and dance as an offering. Over the last
18 years I have been a student, teaching assistant, archival fellow, and
scholar of Eiko & Koma and Eiko’s solo work. Though we have presented
together at events and published a couple of interviews, until last week I had
never produced Eiko’s performance, nor had we had the opportunity to
engage publicly together over the course of four intense days in classes,
public talks for the Center for East Asian Studies and Performance as Public
Practice, and Eiko’s performance of A Body in Fukushima. Although Eiko
could have certainly presented solo, she suggested that we use the three
public events as collaborative opportunities to reflect on how different aspects
of our relationship intersect with key moments and questions in her work,
such as the atomic bomb, or what it means to invite oneself. Reflecting on our
five days together after she left, I realized that we could think of that work as
a non-danced addition to Eiko’s Duet project, an “evolving series of
experiments in collaboration” in which she and another person seek to
“maximize the potentials of their encounters.”
 
The impetus for bringing Eiko to UT Austin was the Disarming Toxic Empire
conference sponsored by the Rapoport Center, which featured artists,
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academics, and activists working on issues of nuclear power and weapons,
including many from front-line communities in the Pacific Islands, Navajo
Nation, Japan, Ghana, and many other places. Eiko's performance was the
culmination of the conference, and after a day and a half of talks, offered a
way for participants and community members to engage differently with
issues they know deeply. It was a powerful reminder that performance does
something both unique and utterly necessary.
 
Eiko ended the night with her newest video work, and her first work to feature
only words and voice, no images. In the three-minute piece, addressed to
Hayashi Kyoko, Eiko at one point says, "I live differently because of you."
Although I've known Eiko for almost 20 years, and have written a book and
many articles and chapters about her work and Eiko & Koma, after this week
together in Austin, I find myself challenged to live differently because of Eiko.
 

Screenings ofNo Rule Is Our Rule with Wen Hui
Duke University

Rubenstein Arts Center
2020 Campus Dr. (Durham, NC)

Thurs., 3/28 | 7PM
Free Admission



 

More Info
 

Wesleyan University
Powell Family Cinema

301 Washington Terrace (Middletown, CT)
Tue., 4/9 | 7:30PM
Free Admission

 

More Info
 

https://asianpacific.duke.edu/event/film-screening-no-rule-our-rule-wen-hui-and-eiko-otake-2023/
https://www.wesleyan.edu/cfa/events/2024/04-2024/04092024-no-rule.html
https://asianpacific.duke.edu/event/film-screening-no-rule-our-rule-wen-hui-and-eiko-otake-2023/
https://asianpacific.duke.edu/event/film-screening-no-rule-our-rule-wen-hui-and-eiko-otake-2023/
https://www.wesleyan.edu/cfa/events/2024/04-2024/04092024-no-rule.html


Yale University
MacMillan Center Council on East Asian Studies

53 Wall Street (New Haven, CT)
Wed., 4/10 | 4PM
Free Admission

 

https://ceas.yale.edu/events/film-screening-no-rule-our-rule-2023
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Eiko Otake
info@eikoandkoma.org

RSVP Here
 

A Body in Fukushima
8th Yokohama Triennale

Yokohama Museum of Art
3/15 – 6/9
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